
Product Note 
HDFC Equity Opportunities Fund – Series 11 – 1100D June 2017(1) 

An Equity Investment with Portfolio Hedge using Put Option 

Investment Strategy 
 
A focused portfolio combined with a strategy to limit downside by purchasing  
‘at-the-money’ (ATM) ~3 yearlong dated NIFTY 50 Put Options with a strike around current levels 
 
Fund Suitability 
 
This fund is suitable for investors looking to: 
 
• Participate in the Indian Equity market over the next 3 years 
• Limit downside in returns over the period due to fall in the market 
• Achieve overall capital appreciation by reducing downside risk 
 
Fund Facts 
 
Terms: 
 

1. Closed ended equity scheme with a tenure of 1100 days 
2. Fund Manager: Mr. Srinivas Rao Ravuri 
3. Investment Objective: To achieve long term capital appreciation by investing predominantly in 

equity and equity-related instruments across market capitalization and sectors that will benefit 
from growth of the Indian economy 

4. Investment Strategy: The scheme is a diversified equity fund. The fund will look for 
opportunities across the Indian economy and within its various sectors. It will predominantly 
invest in 5 to 6 sectors. The scheme will invest across market capitalization and across sectors 
while emphasizing on absolute and relative value. The fund manager will also look at 
opportunities in the equity derivative segment and can invest up to 20% of the net assets of the 
scheme if a suitable opportunity is spotted. Furthermore, the scheme when deemed 
Appropriate may invest up to 20% in index options 

5. Benchmark Index: Nifty 500 
 

NFO Period: 27 June 2017 to 11 July 2017 
 
Working of Put Option 
 
 
A put option is an option contract giving the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to sell a specified 
amount of an underlying security at a specified price (termed as Strike Price) on a specified date.  
A put option comes with a cost called “premium” which needs to be paid upfront.  
 



A put option increases in value as the price of the underlying security or index reduces as compared to 
the strike price. On the other hand, it loses in value as the security or index rises in value as compared to 
the strike price.  
The maximum loss that a buyer of a put option can incur is the option premium paid.  
A put option can be used as a hedging tool to limit downside while holding the underlying security in 
the cash market. 
 
 
Put Option illustration 
 
HDFC EOF will look to limit downside by purchasing NIFTY 50 put options with around 3-year term at a 
strike price around current market levels.  
 
An illustration of this strategy would be to buy NIFTY 50 put option with a strike price of 9,600 expiring 
in June 2020 at a premium amounting to around 5.5 to 6% of the total portfolio. 
 
Illustration based on the following assumptions: 
 
Invested Amount = Rs.100, Cost of Put = 6%, Allocation to Stocks Portfolio = Rs.94, NIFTY 50 Level = 
9600 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Downside protection as put payoff offsets loss in the portfolio  
 
And Uncapped Upside Cost of hedging downside limited to the cost of put option.  
 
However, given an outperformance of 10% over the 3-year period, the scheme returns 3.77% (see row 
corresponding to NIFTY 50 level at 7500). The scheme thereby provides downside protection. However, 
in scenarios with higher index levels, the scheme delivers commensurate returns with no upside cap. 
 
The above illustrates the payoff in multiple scenarios of index levels at maturity. For e.g., if the index 
falls to 7500 after 3 years (i.e. a 21.88% fall), the scheme falls only by 5.66% assuming 0% 
outperformance.  



 
However, given an outperformance of 10% over the 3-year period, the scheme returns 3.77% (see row 
corresponding to NIFTY 50 level at 7500). The scheme thereby provides downside protection. 
 
However, in scenarios with higher index levels, the scheme delivers commensurate returns with no 
upside cap 
 
 
Our Recommendation 
 
We recommend this fund for all investors who can invest with a 3-year time frame and would like to 
limit downside in returns over the period due to fall in the market and also achieve overall capital 
appreciation by reducing downside risk. 
 
This fund being closed ended will not offer any facility to redeem before the final maturity which is in 
June 2020 
 
 
Risk factors 
 
• The strategy may or may not provide returns in excess of the benchmark. Downside protection is 
based on the movement of the index, not the scheme’s stock portfolio. In the event of 
underperformance to the benchmark, the scheme can erode 
Further capital to the extent of the underperformance. 
• The risk/downside, if the index remains above the strike is only limited to the option premium paid. 
There is positive 
Return from the put allocation only if the index falls below the strike price. 
• The put option strategy will have as much loss/gain as the reverse of the underlying index. For e.g., if 
the index depreciates 
By 10%, the underlying exposure from the put rises by 10%. However, this is only true for options held 
till maturity. 
• While options markets are typically less liquid than the underlying cash market, there can be no 
assurance that ready liquidity Would exist at all points in time, for the Scheme to purchase or close out a 
specific contract.
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Mutual fund investments are subject to market risks. Please read the scheme information and other related documents before investing.

 
 

 
 


